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The Heat of Fusion of Iodine and the U3eof
Liquid Iodine as a Solvent in Determining
Molecular Weights.
The following thesis is a record of attempts
made to determine the molecular weight of potassium
iodide when dissolved in liqui~. iodine by examining
the resulting freezing potrrt lowering; as well as an
accurate determination of the latent heat of fusion
of ioclineitself. This work f.s closely connect ed wi th
that of Dr. G.M.Lewis on the conductivity of potassium
iodide in 11qu:i.diodine and his work may be summarized
ftp the following ,interesting plot.
(Note. This plot may be round at the end of this theSiS.)
3.
It is evident that the conductivity changes with a
change in the concentration of the potassium iodide and
so a study of the condition of the potassium iodide
in liquid iodine by an entirely different methoo such
as that of freezing point determinations might lead
to interesting results in the light of Dr.Lewis's work.
The sUbject had a further interest for me because of
its novelty and generality.
The first problem to be taken up is naturally that of
purification of the iodine and the follow::l.ngme thods
have been considered:
a.) Rotating the iodine with conductivity water
in a thermostat until a constant conductance is
reached.
b.) Simple sublimatton from potassium iodide.
c,) Stas method.
d.) A modified stas method.
Ojection to Ca) was that of the difficuly of
drying the resulting iodine and the fact that only
water soluble impurities would be removed.
(b) is good as far as it goes ,but is inadequate.
(c)The method which Stas employed in the puri-
fication of iodine for his atomic weight work consists
in dissolving the j.odinein a saturated aqueous potaa-
siurniodide solution,precipitating out the iod:J.neby
dilution with excess water;and the subsequent steam
distj.llation of the filtered iod:l.neand its filtration
and drying.This process is rather lo~g and is open
to the same objection as that for (a).
Cd) The method adopted was the precipitation of
the relatively pure iodine from a potassium iodide
solution as in (c) and then after f:lltering a.nddrying
with an air blast and over calcium chloride and phos-
phorus pentoxide,the iodine was put in a boat in a 3'
glass tUbe,sealed at one end and connected to a good
vacuum pump at the other,and the i.:odinewas distilled
in steps up the tube by careful electric heating.
This vacuum distillation yielded perfectly dry and
beautifully crystalline flakes of a very pure iodine
and could be conducted on a relatively large scale.
(that is 10 - 15 gros.at a t:tme.)
The purity' of the iodine was tested by determin-
ing its melting point :t.nthe apparatus which will be
described later. The following point was obtained by
means of a Beckman thermometer-
Over a 100 gms. of iodine were obta:l.nedby this
method and this was used in the determinations' of the
freeZing point lowerings.
The principal work,as the title suggests,may be
divided in two parts CA) the Heat of Fusion of Io-
dine. eB) the Use of Liquid Iodine as a Solvent and
these two sUbjects will now be separately considered.
7.
A- i1heHeat of Fusion of Iodine.
Previous Work.
The specific heats of iodi.neand its latent heat
have not been redetermtned stnce the researches of
I.) t.Fa~vre and Si"bermann in 1850. Their work was highly
inaccurate as the following sketch and descri~tion of
their apparatus and method will sllow.
b ~~rcury resevoir or calor:tmeter.
m~ muffle where hot substance cools off.
Ix pipette ,from whtch a weighed amount of the
substance is introduced.
1.)Ann.de Chrem1e et de Phys. 37,46B,18B3.
�.
t-t c capillary tube tnto which the mercury is forced
bY the heat .The length of the thread is read with
a telescope and the temperature corresponding is deter-
mined from the calibration of the capillary.
o = plunger to vary the in:l.tialvolume of the
mercury.
The method of operation for the heat of evapora-
1'0 i.'n.l
tion for example was to heat the pipette to boiltng"of
the liquid under consideration and introduce the tip
into the muffle and distill over 2 or 3 gros.of the
liquid. As.the vapor liquj.fied inside the mercury cal-
orimeter the heat given off drove the mercury out into
the capillary and the amount of heat liberated was
thus determined.
Evidently as the mercury is under pressure it
cannot be stirred and neither can the liqujn ~tse~f.
The rate of cooling is indefinite and variable and
loss of heat very likely. Thus the method,although qUite
ingenious is not scientific,nor accurate .His value
for the heat of fusion is 11.71 calories;and sp.heat
of solid iodine is .05412.
,.,
Victor Regnault derives a formula for the specific
heat of iod:i.neby applying Newton's law to the rate of cooling
of some water,first alone and then with a glass bomb
with warmed iodine in it. As the work of Fa~vre and
Sil'b>ermannwas intended to correct h:lsvalues, little
more need be said about Regnault's results except to
give ~he numerical values he obtained,namely .0541 (~.OOOI)
for the specific heat of solid iodine.
The values given above are those still 'found in the
most recent ed:i.tionof Landolt and Bornstein,although
it seems rather strange that such important physical
constants have not been redetermined more recently.
I.) Ann •.de Chim. et de Phy s, LXXIII ,p.5,and Pogg.
Annalen; (44) 21,228, (1840).
ID.
\IV Dyk
The present calorimetricAwas performed with a new
calorimeter of Dr. Keyes design in which the usual losses
and corrections were reducen or eliminated as far as possible.
The method in brief is the usual one depend1.ng on the ex-
change of heat betw-een the hot body and 0.. cl efin:t.te amount
of water in a calorimeter, but 2 exactly stmilar bombs are
used with which parallel runs are ~ade in a precisely
similar manner, the only difference being tha:t one bomb
holds the iodine -and the other is filled with that quantity
of water which will give the same rise in temperature when
dropped into the calorimeter.
The bomb with its charge is heated to the desired
temperature in a constant temperature bs.....th from which 1.t j s
released and drops in a Dewar bulb or calorimeter proper,
where the rise of temperature is noted with a Beckmann
thermometer. As the following runs with the water bomb
start at exactly the same temperature and are adjusted to give
the same rise of temperature f.n the calorimeter, the spectf:tc
11.
heats of the todine and the water are :Inversely as the am-
ounts of these two substances used.
The description of the apparatus itself is naturally
somewhat detailed and for the sake of clearness will be
divided an ~cparts as follows:-
1). The upper constant temperature bath or thermostat.
2). Mechanism for dropping the bomb.
3). Oalorimeter itself.
4). The bombs.
1). The upper constant temperature bath conststs
of the usual metal cyltnder,well lagged on sides and bottom
and heated electically by a reststance cojl of In ohms.
Oil f s used as the c:frculating f'Lufdand f t s temperature is
omaintained within iO.02 a of the desired temperature by
means of a mercury regulator,which actua.tes a circuit break-
ar in the main heattng line. A simpltfted diagram of the elec-
trical connect1ons shows thts -
1.2. .
c:!"--
where R, and R~are variable resistances
B =circult breaker actuated by magnet M through the rise of
mercury in the captLl.arv of the regulator R tt("l
A = amme t er and H;;Heater in the oil ba.th ,
By using two adjustable rheostats as inoicateo the
amount of current t nr ougn the heater may be fixed so that just
oenough current flows through the bath to heat it about 0.001 C
per minute and when the shu;'ltcircuit 1'8 closed the effective
..,.heatjng ts dropped to that value which will allow cooljng
oat the rate of about 0 .001 C per minute. In this W8.y super-
heating or supercooling is avoi ded and the bath f.s kept at a
constant temperature in spite of the viscosity of the oil
and the consequent slower stirring.
/3.
2). Within the bath is a vertical brass cylinder
opening outside of the bath at the bottom and terminating
in a small open pipe at the top_ It is'with1n this cylinder that
the bomb is heated while suspended by a fish l1.nethrough
the narrow pipe. The other end of the Itne js fastened to a trig-
ger and 1s released at the start of the run. The lower end
of the cylinder is closed by a cork,which is also pulled
out at the commencement of the run. To ensure an equaliza-
tion of temperature within the cyli.nder a slow current
of dry air,first passing through coils in the thermostat,
finally enters the base of the cylinder and passes up and
out at the top.
Below theebath i~a glass tUbe to gu1de the dropping
bomb into the opening in the Dewar bulb and this guide tube
SWings in and out of position to allow the cork to snap out.
The entire pperation is controlled by one lever which causes
things to happen in the following order; a slight downwarn
movement snaps the cork out of the bottom'of the hot cylin-
If.
der,a continuation. of thts movement releases the guide
tube which is pulled into position and in so doing releases
the bomb which drops dowh into the calor1.meter. A final
upward movement of the lever closes the coveT of the ca1-
orimeter which had been 'opened just previously and the
whole operation can be done in one fifth of a second. The bomb
is partially arresten in its fall by a system of sprtngs
and releases which bring it almost to a stop just before
slipping into the calorimeter and tl1usavoids splashing the,
water or breaking the bomb.
3). The calorimeter is a Dewar bulb holding 500 cc.
of water with the bomb and stirrer and thermometer. It is
closed on top with a hard rubber cover ann is surrounden
by a water bath. The temperature of this is regulated by hand
to a hundredth of a degree wj.th the .help of an eLact rt c
heating coil and water cooling pipes • Its temperature is
kept at some point within the range of the rjse inside
IS:
the Dewar flask. It is st1rre~ of cours~by ,a small motor
as are the other two stirrers.
4). The first bombs used were made of silver dimes,
weighing about 90 gms. and fitted with heavy Ag plugs that screw_
ed into the necks. Before filltng,the bombs were made to
weigh exactly alike and t he-ione was filled with f odt.ne
and made tight by using a small gold washer under the plug.
For the water bomb a little rubher washer was ueed. These
two bombs worked nicely at 500 until a leak developed
in the iodine bomb at the joints which were poorly sol-
dered. A glass bomb was tried next but cracked on account
of some strain in the glass. Two sjmilar bombs were next
made out of "HH" glass and thoroughly annealed by heat-
oing to 530 and letting cool down in the furnace for 20
hours. These bombs withstood the sudden temperature fall
oof 100 to 20° C and the shock of the drop in the calori-
meter successfully. All the bombs were of a s:lzesufficient
to hold easily 100 gms. of solid iodine.
16.
Actual experimentation begancwith the adjustment
oof the thermostat to 50 and determ:tnation of 'the prop-
er heating and cooling values of the current through the
heater, The thermometers were also compared with the
o cstandard~ a Gerhardt graduated jn 0.1 and read to 0.01 r,
with the following results; the -z er-oof the Beckmann corres-
oponds to 18.19 C ,the thermometer in the lower water jack-
oet has a connection oft 6.09 ,the G8tze thermometer userl in
o Dthe upper oil bath,has at 50.00 a correction of - 0.11 c.
Runs were next made with the silver bomb filled with
o
iodine and heated to 50.00 for from 1.5 to 4 hours.
• ~ 0The corrected rise for 3 runs was 0.680; 0.718; and 0.730
as taken from plots of Beckmann readings Vers time. It
ocan be shown that the maximum rise would not exceed 0.733
which is within the experimental error,but this value was
not realized because the leak developed before the bomb
could be heateo more than 4 hours.
a
Runs were made with the silver water bomb at 50.00
whi.c.h. W~ 0heated till the rise checked to within 0.003 C
or better. One hour was found to be long enough. As the weight
of the water could not be at first adjusted to give the
exact rise found with the iodine, the e~nount of water was
varied to give values on either side of this temperature
rise and the correct weight of the wat er found from a plot
of temperature rise versus weight of water.
oThe results of the runs at 50· may be summarized by
these figures; the weight of iodine = 109.84 gh-\.5.
of-.t or 8. q II IIthe. weish L. 01 Wcl.Le y ==
The dat a for the determinati on of this we1ght of
water 1.sas follows.
#Run· Time of Heating Rise Wt. of Water.,
#8 2 hours O.(i93 8.047 gms •
#9 17 hours 0.690 8.650
#11 1.1 hrs. 0.823 9.539
#12 0.83 0.821 9.534
The variations in the weights of water may be due to the
I~.
difficulty in weightng a bomb with a large surface with-
out a suitable counterpoise. It is evident that the rub-
ber gasket was tight and a}~o that the time was smfficient
in every instance.
From the values the plotted value for the weight of
water necessary for a rise of 0°.730 was found to be ~.q II
gms , and therefore
Wt. of water sp. heat iodine
:
Wt. of f.od frie sp.heat of water
or s. q/l _ x--109.84 1
x= D. 08' 3 c.dloy\e5 1"" 8~·
The temperature of the upper bath was next shifted
oto 100 and the current readjusted to give the oesired
constancy. Runs were then made in the same manner as
previously indicated, starting with the iodine bomb as
before.
'~.
The results are briefly as folloVls:
#Run· Time of Heating. Rise" Wt. of .tod1ne.,
13 4 2.431 91.8lLBornb broke f.ncalorimeter.
14 42 1.779 105.53
16 15 Irregular on account of poor stirring.
17 21 1.i?52 105.53
70 1.71~ .J18
A lack of time prevented the complete results from
being entered in this thesis"but there dB suffictent data to
enable one to obtain an idea of the precision of the
method.
The weight of the bornb saand their charges was
known to withintO .05 gms • in 100 gms or
The weight of the water added to the calorimeter was
constant withjntO ..05 in 500 gros. or .01%
The temperature drop vnrted in the di:fferent runs
• () 0.3%Po~s1b~ylQ.[.1fiG30.0 or
0 0.1%but could be correct ed to 10.03 C or
The temperature rise in the Beckmann was probably with
:1.0.
o 0
t~.002 C in 0.700 or 0.3%
and much greater preciston with larger rises.
It is probable therefore that the resulting calcula-
tions are inside of f 0.5% and could be bettered by ap-
plying corrections which could be calculated from extst:t.ng
data. The error due to the lag of the Beckmann thermom-
eter behind the true temperature rise j.simportant)but
has not been determined here. Such an error could be el-
iminated by the use of a platinulIlresistance thermometer
which has practically no lag~ It has also been assumed that
the ~tirring was constant and hence the heat put into the
calorimeter by the stirrer was constant. However,the heat
capacity of the contents o~ the calor~neter js changed
when the bomb drops in,but the change i-n,heatjng from the
stirrer due to this effect is small and cancels out al-
most when the water bomb is~ed compared with the 10dine«::
bomb. Similarly ,if exactly the same rjse were obtained
.2/.
on the Beckmann with both bombs there cou Ld be no error
due to variation in the bore of the Beckmann capillary.
This exact paralleltsm of rise was closely enough attained.
to exclude this error however. Errors due to change in the
rate of radiat:l.onwere also negligible as the rad1ation
loss was very small and the temperature of the water bath was
Dkepjr constant to withtnt.O.Ol C.
The results of the calorimeter work are unsatisfac-
tory in one respect, namely that the value of the heat of
fusion was not obtained ,.butthere was obtained ev:tdence
of something more important than the rest of the thesis
put together and that result is an ind:f.cat10nof an allotropic
form of iodine. As Dr,Keyes suggesten,the high value of the
ospecific heat as determined at 50~indicateB ,that there
is being liberated heat due to some tranSformation of an
ounstable to a stable phase at a. temperature between 50 and
o
20 c.
Even if thjs heat of reaction is distributed over
o 0the range of temperature from 9 - 98 as was done in Reg-
nault's determination,the resulting value j8 still much
higher than that of .0505 demanded by Dulong and Pettt's
law.
Further evidence of this j.sfound in the long time
required for the bomb to come to a thermal equ:llibr1.um,
jl4s"t
thus ,42 hours heating at 100 was" 8ufficjent to give
a constant value for the r1se of the Beckmann, or in other
fu:n.c..l"i 0"-words the apparent specific heat seems to be a :t;e!tmetion
of the temperature. It is inconceivable that the con-
ducttvity of the solid iodine is low enough to explatn this)
for if such were the case it would be a far superior heat
inSUlator to any now known. Therefore it seems evident that
Some allotropic form of iodine is formed fn these experiment s,
2.1...
B.-The Use of Iodine as a Solvent.
Until very recently but little work has been done
on the use of liquid iodine as a solvent in molecular
()Iweight determinations. An Italian,F.Olivat!,found the val-
.K
ue of the moJ.a1fteezing potnt lowering constant,or potas-
~ to be 213 by dissolving the following iodides in
an iodine melting at 113.4 C.; -As J3 ,PbI~ ,SnI~ and HgI~ •
He also used as solutes various organic substances that
did not react with molten iodine and got normal molecu-
lar weights in general. He round ,however, that sulpher
formed Stin a solution of iodine;while Se is present as
Se~ and tellurium as ~~.
Furthermore;with potassium iodide the molecular
weight Ls near the normal value) but it first increases
and then decreases with increasing concentration. Owing
to the great hygroscopic power of CaI~ and SiI~ no sat is-
1.) Chem.Zentralblatt,I,408;19l0.
2. ) .. .. 11,136,1910.
23.
factory results ~re obtained.
0/Beckmann working on the same sUbject found a value
Lf/of the constant K to be 210; while Timmerman got a value
of 253.5. These results indicate that they took for their
heat of fusion that of one gram-atom and not that for one
gram-moleoule,as is done in the following mathematical
treatment.
If we assume no assooiation nor dissociation
of the solute in the solution we can derive an e~uation
which is exact,depending only on Raoult1s law & the Gas
law.This may be done in the following manner:-
If to a mixture of a solid in eql!i1brium with
its liquid a solute be added whioh dissolves in the liquid
but not in the sOlid,the temperature of the mixture will
3) Zeit. fur Anorg. Chern. 63,63; C.l1 789.1909.
4) Journ. de Chim. Physique 4,170;C 11 197.1906.
fall & the vapor pressures ps&p of solid & liquid respec-
tively will be lowered. This lowering is due to two
causes,(l)the effect of the solute& (2) the lowering of
the temperature;or mathematically:-
I
where N is the mol-fration of the solute or n/~+n' •
The change in the vapor pressure of the solid i8
but the solid & the solution are in equilibrium &
By combining (1) & (2) & (3).
d:p'=dp=(~:n/c') T )dT=(~p /.;)N'HN + t~p/~ T )dT:s rj 'It, / C ~ H'
or (dnld T )1'1' - (;> p/ C)T)/y;= (J pIv N' )dN'
dT
but the influence of temperature on the vaporpres-
s)
sure of a liquid or solid can be shown to be:-
5) Lewis,Proc.Amer. Acad.,37.53(1901)
4)
&where Ls& L are respectively the molecular heats of vap-
orization of the liquid & solid under constant pressure,
and V is the volume of the vapor at the temperature T.
By subtraction of one of these equations from the
other we obtain:-
)
where AH is the moleoular heat ~f fusion into the solution
at the temperature T.
by substi tution in 4>; we get;-
I
(~p/;) N + ill!. = ~H
dT VT
Now, from Raoult's law we know that
or
I
P =p~ (1 - N)
,
~ = n =N
P.. n, + n'
Differrentiating this last with respect to N
-p
2..6.
5)
6)
and by substi tuting 6) in 5)
~ = -.1H (I-N)
dT pVT
Simplifyingjby introducing the Gas law,RT=PV ;& replac-
tng T by To + t,where To is the freezing point of the 801-
vent(absolute scale) we obtain;-
I
dN = -~H( 1 - N)
dt R( T, + t)-2.
In order to integrate this expression it is only necessary
to express ~ H as a function of the temperature. Thus if
AH. is the molecular heat of fusion or 1.2. at its melting
point & ~Cd' the difference between the molecular heat ca-
pac1ties of the solid 1~& the solution;then
We can thus obtain' the final dif:ferent1al equation:
J /
~ = -(A HD + A c6' t )(1 - N)
dt R(TD + t);l..
This can be integrated in the usual waY,noting that when
t=o ,N=o;as t corresponds to -At,the freezing point lowe~ing
u:
with the fOllowing result:-
+ <~H, - 4Q,.To)t
RTo< To +. t )
This is perfeotly exaot & general and only involves those
two assumptions that have been mentioned. Par dilute solU-
Itions where N is small we can get a more usefull form by
Iexpanding into a series, since when N = 0, t = o & obtain
N=AH... tt - 1/2(AH. + 4C~ -2JAt-lJ
RT~ \ RT H ~
I)
whereAt is·written for -t)as has been indicated.
Using the following values for the constants:
R = 1.99 calories per degree
T = 113 + 273 = 386
c small & undetermined so neglect.
we obtain N I = 2975 \t _ I, 01002 -.005l8)A tLl
1.99~386rL \ 2 j J
N'= 0.01002(At - 0.o0242At)
& for small values of /:)t
I
N = o , OmOo2At
In the plot of results at the end of this thesis wjll
be found this value of N plotted against assumed values of
At,giving the straight theoretical line for dilute solutions.
In calculating and plotting the results from the exper-
iments it was assumed that only an infinitesimal port:f.onof
the solid separated out when the freezing point was take~as
otherwise the actual concentration would not be known.
Evidently as the theoretical line is based on the assumption
that no disassociatton or association took place we can find
the affimuutof this change by comparing the theoretical and
experimental results.
The present work undertaken consisted in merely
adding to a pure liquid iodine solution, whose melting
point was known on the Beckmann,known amounts of potas-
siurniodide in the ~orm of little pills and then deter-
mining the freezing point of the resulting solution.
The appar at.usused for these determ1nat:tons was of
the customary Beckmann type, consisting of a sort of
large glass test-tube about 3.;- '~. i~ diaW\.., q.. I~ ~l'n' J~n..9
fitted with a .ground glass joint at the top for the cover,
which was also a glass bulb but had two openings: a large
central one for the Beckmann thermometer and a smaller
one at the side for a platinum wire st:l.rrer.The whole
was supported by a woodeh fr~ne and fitted within an
eiliectricallyheated thermostat,which also had pipes for
water cooling. The current at 220 volts or 110 volts could
be adjusted by a hand operated rheostat and was also
30
supplied to the motor which drove a stirrer within the bath.
o ~As the temperature was around 114 C,an oil pump was used
~
as the circulating fluid and its viscosity was small at thjs
temperature. The method of procedure was in general like
this; the bath was brought up to a little above the melting
point of the iodine solution and kept there until the iodine
was completely melted,- in about an hour;thEl1 the temperature
of the outside bath was quickly droppeo a degree or two
by the cautious use of the cooling water pipes and the grad-
ual drop of the Beckmann noted every 50 seconds while stir-
ring the interior contents of the tube with the platinum
stirrer. After the freezing point was reached as indicated
by a halt or even a rise of the Beckmann,the current was
turned into the thermostat again and the process re~
peated tjll three consecutive concordant readings were ob-
tainwd.
3(.
The preliminary experimental work consisted in
the standardization of the Beckmann thermometer.This
was done by direct comparison of the Beckmann with
whid"
a good glass scale thermometer,#976~~was first tested
for its ice and steam point and a correction of e0.1 C
owas found at 100.C. Then in the oil bath in a series
of eight trials,the zero reading of the Beckmann was
found to correspond to 108.0 C (*0.1 corrected) on the
standard.
The freezing potnt of the pure todi-newas next oeter-
mined as previously indicated,both wttl1 stirrtng and
without,and the following Beckmann readings obtained
~400;5.397; 5.391; 5.389 corresponding to a melting
e
point of the pure iodine of 113.4 c.
The work i~~about a month and one fialf now con-
sisted of adding the potassium iodide pills and getting
the freezing points of the solutions.The potassium iodide
itself was Kahlbaum's,tested for purity by conductivity
3.2...
measurements and carefully dried in vacuum and kept
in a desiccator. These pills could be adden to the liquid
iodine by lifting out the Beckmann slightly and dropping
them in. As the iodine vapor is heavy little of it was lost
while adding the pills. In general the freezing point
was attempted soon after dropping in the pills,which of
course dissolved quickly but it was found the freezing point
suffered considerable variat1on,rising after a pill·was
added to a maximum and then gradually sinking to a lower
constant value,which wa.staken as the true temperature
between the solid solvent and the solution. Thms variation
in the freezing potnt was rather troublesome, but could
not be avoided. At times it seemed to d~end on the length
of time the iodine ~as heated and at other times
On the amount of superheating, both of these tending to
to give high and variable freezing points. This was es-
l>eciallynotjceable in the first runs each morning when
33.
both o~ these factors would be at a maximum. However,
the most cautious heating and the most rapid determtn-
ations that could be made,4 or 5 in an hour,:failed to
eliminate these variations. O:rfl,the other hand, overheating
the iodine and rapid supercooling would sometimes yield
excellent check results with other methods. The stirring
had a slight influence tf any,as it became almost me-
chanical and constant :fromlong practice. It is also
inconceivable that the Beckmann changed either by a dis-
tillation of the mercury up into the resevoir or by a
gradual change in the volume of the glass bulb. Evidently
if the glass took a few hours to expand fully, this would
cause the temperature readings to falloff from a high
value to a lower constant one. To eliminate this possible
error,the thermometer was immersed in a steam bath when
not in the hot iodine solution, but no difference ~n8the
phenomena was noticed as a result of this treatment.
3'f.
The only other explanation was that of a chemical
reaction between the potassium iodide and the iodine
and some evidence of th:i.swas found in the more cOn-
centrated solutions~for on cooling them there was a marked a
and rapid rise before the gradual fall that immediately
preceeded the freezing potnt. Thts rise was of much larger
proportions than that wh:Lch is due to a slight supercooling
at the freezing point.
Another difficulty,wh1.ch was however easily overcome,
was the accurate weighing of the iodine. EVident~y the
weight of solvent taken right before 8.. series of runs will
not remain constant during them on account of the constant
distillation of the iodine from the solution to the upper
cooler portion of the bulbs. By weighing the top and bot-
tom portions of the apparatus separately,th~ weight of the
SUblimed iodine could be found and for a short period this
loss was assumed proportional to the time of heating and by
making thf.s allowance, the true weight of available iod:f.ne
that could act as a solvent was determined.
35.
The experimental results/including over 200 separate
determinationsrare briefly summarized in the data sheet
following and in the plot of results. The data is arranged
in three columns, each line across representtng the average
best values for a single point. At the left :i.sthe freezing
point lowering as read off the Beckmann,and following it is
the concentration of the potassium iodide per 100 gms. of the
liquid iodine,and also as mol.fractions of solute. It will
be noticed that the molecular weight of iodine 1.8 used through-
out and not the atomic.
In plotting this data a break in the cu~ve will be no-
ticed wh:1ch 40 runs failed to amoot h out. The only djf~erence
one.
between that point and theApreceeding is that the first large
potassium iodtde pill was added there. From the plot,which
is ~n,a very greatly reduced scale,it is evident that in very
dilute solutions the potassiUlfiiodine behaves normally,-i.e.
foliows the theoretical straight line,-but as the concentra-
t10n increases the lowering of the temperature is not as large
u.
as would~be expected,or in titherwords the potassium iodjde
is associated. As a matter of interest the.percentage of as-
sociation has been calculated. at the following values of ~t &
Nt
~t ~JIol.fraction KI added Percent association.
0.1 .001 0%
0.5 .0064 2]J6
1.0 .017 35%
1.5 .0235 42%
These values are not very accurate but indicate the
trend or the association.
The can be determined to
Within .0002 gros. in .0200 or more or about
The weight of the :I.odinewas determ:f.nedto withjn 0.1
gInS. in 100 or about 0.1%
The Beckmann reading was not excepted unless 3 readings
checked with .002 or about
So that the result~nt precision was never better than
one per~ent and may have been worse.
Summary.
To conclude,the results of this work are:-
1). That potassium iodide exists in liquid iodine in the
normal state in ver;! dilute solutions,but that assoc:t.ation
sets 1n as the concentration is increased.
2).A precise. general equation has been developed and inte-
grated for the theoretical relati.on between the concentration
of the solute and the freezing point Lower f.ng ,
3) •The calorimet er wor-k shows an abnormally high ape ct fj c
heat for the solid iodine as well as a very slow approach to
thermal equilibr:l.umcondf.t f.ona , from wh:leh j t is concluded that
a possible a'l.Let.r opf.c form of f.odfne exist s vr:l.thi11 the range
of temperature investigated.
3~.
The ~ollowing is a table of experimental data as prepared
for ~iltll1plot of' resUlts.
Gms. KI ,~t N100 Gm. I
.050 .0276 .000422
.060 .0463 .000708
.138 .0971 .001481
.239 .1680 .002564
.303 .2327 .00355
.379 .3016 .00459
.489 .413 .006285
.629 .511 .00775
.579 .651 .00988
.669 .841 .0127
.889 1.102 .01659
1.28'9 1.572 .02356
1.519 1.820 .0272
1.488 1.764 .0263
1.686 1.784 .0266
2.155 2.380 .0352
IWhere N _ n
n,,+ n'
Gms.KI/166
n/+ 100/254

-me
iff.
The Photograpns.
The accompanytng photographs give a clearer idea of the
calorimeter than any written descr1pt:l.oncan. In them)can be
clearg seen the constant temperature bath wtth its stirrer
and 2 thermometers above,and below the water bath sur-r oundtng
the Dewar flask. Between the two are the guide tUbe,thermom-
eters,stop-watch,stirrers etc. ,and at the left the lever
that operates' the whole.


